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	Like its predecessors, the third edition of this book is intended primarily

	for non-specialist users and students of electric motors and drives.

	My original aim was to bridge the gap between specialist textbooks

	(which are pitched at a level too academic for the average user) and

	the more prosaic ‘handbooks’, which are full of useful detail but provide

	little opportunity for the development of any real insight or understanding.

	The fact that the second edition was reprinted ten times indicated

	that there had indeed been a gap in the market, and that a third edition

	would be worthwhile. It was also gratifying to learn that although the

	original book was not intended as yet another undergraduate textbook,

	teachers and students had welcomed the book as a gentle introduction to

	the subject.





	The aim throughout is to provide the reader with an understanding of

	how each motor and drive system works, in the belief that it is only by

	knowing what should happen that informed judgements and sound

	comparisons can be made. Given that the book is aimed at readers

	from a range of disciplines, introductory material on motors and

	power electronics is clearly necessary, and this is presented in the first

	two chapters. Many of these basic ideas crop up frequently throughout

	the book, so unless the reader is well-versed in the fundamentals it

	would be wise to absorb the first two chapters before tackling the later

	material. In addition, an awareness of the basic ideas underlying

	feedback and closed-loop control is necessary in order to follow the

	sections dealing with drives, and this has now been provided as an

	Appendix.
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VMware Workstation - No Experience NecessaryPackt Publishing, 2013

	Get started from scratch with Vmware Workstation using this essential guide. Taking you from installation on Windows or Linux through to advanced virtual machine features, you'll be setting up a test environment in no time.


	Overview

	
		Create virtual machines on Linux and Windows hosts
	...
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Getting Started in Six SigmaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Is the goal within the organization to be perfect in
every respect? Perfection is elusive, of course, but it
can and does represent an enviable goal. More importantly,
the concept of perfection helps everyone in the corporation
to develop a working model to maximize
excellent service at every level.

This is not a...
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sendmail Milters : A Guide for Fighting SpamAddison Wesley, 2005
As a Mail Administrator You Need to  Understand How to Successfully Monitor and Fight Spam.

Milters are among the most powerful antispamming tools  available. Until now, there has been no clear and helpful resource for you to  learn how to set up and use Milters. sendmail...
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Software Engineering Techniques: Design for QualitySpringer, 2006

	The aim of software engineering is to find methods for developing high quahty
	software products at a reasonable cost. As more and more computers are being used
	in areas in which a malfunction of the system can be a source of serious losses or
	disturbances to the functioning of the society, the quality of software becomes more
	and more...
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Handbook of Serial Communications Interfaces: A Comprehensive Compendium of Serial Digital Input/Output (I/O) StandardsNewnes, 2015

	This book catalogs the most popular and commonly used serial-port interfaces and provides details on the specifications and the latest standards, enabling you to select an interface for a new design or verify that an interface is working correctly. Each chapter is based on a different interface and is written in an easy to follow, standard...
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Encyclopedia of GIS (Springer Reference)Springer, 2007
The Encyclopedia of GIS provides a comprehensive and authoritative guide, contributed by experts and peer-reviewed for accuracy, and alphabetically arranged for convenient access. The entries explain key software and processes used by geographers and computational scientists. Major overviews are provided for nearly 200 topics: Geoinformatics,...
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